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Foreword
by Professor G. 0. P. Obasi
Secretary-General
WMO
The study of climate and
climatic change has always
been one of the primary
responsibilities of the World
Meteorological Organization
and of its predecessor, the
International Meteorological
Organization, founded over a
century ago. Even in the late
1960s and early 1970s WMO
was already particularly concerned about changes to the
world's climate and to the
composition of the atmosphere - now an issue of
ever-increasing importance.
In February 1979, WMO convened the first World
Climate Conference jointly with other organizations of
the United Nations system. In the intervening years we
have witnessed the growing concern about climate and
environmental issues that has led to the establishment of
special bodies such as the WMO/UNEP Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change and also to a whole series of
ministerial meetings culminating in the Second World
Climate Conference (Geneva, 29 October- 7 November
1990). The Ministerial Declaration of the Conference,
adopted by representatives of 137 countries, helps pave
the way for the preparation of a Framework Convention
on Climate Change.
V

The great interest of the nations of the world in issues
related to environment in general and to the atmosphere and
climate in particular is well demonstrated by the fact that
many Heads of State and leading diplomats participated
personally in those meetings. Their interventions were wellconsidered, clear and thought-provoking. To put on record
some of their views, it was therefore decided to conduct interviews with some of these eminent personalities in connection
with WMO World Meteorological Day, celebrated each year
on 23 March.
The WMO Executive Council had already decided that
the theme for World Meteorological Day 1991 should be 'The
atmosphere of the living planet Earth' and this was most
appropriate to the purpose of the interviews. This booklet
contains the record of these interviews presented in alphabetical order of the names of the countries.
On behalf of the World Meteorological Organization, I
wish to express my gratitude to President Fernando Collar de
Mello of Brazil, President Fran<;;:ois Mitterrand of France, His
Majesty King Hussein of Jordan, Prime Minister Edward
Fenech-Adami of Malta, President Flavio Cotti of Switzerland
and President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe for according the
interviews contained in this booklet. WMO is indeed
honoured by their participation.
Thanks are also due to Dr Hessam Taba who, in his
capacity as a consultant to the Secretary-General of WMO,
assisted in the preparation of these interviews and edited
this booklet.

G. 0. P. Obasi
Secretary-General
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His Excellency
Fernando Collor de Mello
President of the Federative
Republic of Brazil
YLccording to environmentafists, Latin JZLmerica is
{osing its forests andjung[es
at an a{arming rate, some of
the cities are among the most
po{[utec£ soi{ erosion affects
the productive [anc£ and
regiona[ seas are rep{ete with
sewage, chemica{ and other
wastes. Is tlie situation
indeed as ominous as it is
presented?

Latin America nowadays faces a series of environmental
problems. These are associated, on the one hand, with
mounting pressures on natural resources, and, on the
other, with rapid urbanization and the very growth of
industrial activity. The serious economic crisis that has
hit the region since the beginning of the past decade has
had an adverse impact on the environment and on the
quality of life of local populations.
One must bear in mind, however, that Latin
America is not the sole region to suffer from environmental problems, which, being to a large extent a consequence of less than sustainable development models,
manifest themselves in more serious forms in the
developed world.
1

JL proMem ofparticufar importance is therapia aecEine of tropica{ forests as a resu{t of increase{ aemana forfarm{anc{,
gatliering offirewooc£ tfie commercia{ use of wooa ana inappropriate sett{ement po{icies. tlJeforestation affects troposplieric
cliemistry ana lience tlie g{oGa{ dimate. In your opinion, liow
serious are tlie consequences of aeforestation toaay in 'Brazi{
ana liow mucli aamage lias Geen aone?
The most up-to-date data available on the vegetation cover
of the Amazonian Region, collected by the Brazilian
Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE) (Space Research
Institute), Sao Paulo, show that the actual figures for deforestation areas or rates are much less alarming than those
given in certain projections from abroad made available
internationally. To begin with, deforestation has indeed
occurred, but at constant rates, not at exponential ones as
suggested by some scientists and experts. The total area
where deforestation, both recent and traditional, has
occurred approaches 394 000 square kilometres (around
7.8% of the total area of Legal Brazilian Amazonia). The
average deforestation rate for the period 1978-1989 has
·been calculated as 21 776 square kilometres (2.2 million
hectares) per year, i.e. approximately four times less than
the 80 000 square kilometres per year estimated by the
'yYorld Resources Institute. The data collected by the INPE
iiJldicates that total deforestation in Amazonia corresponds
t6 254 tons of C02 emissions into the atmosphere - or 3. 7%
of the total emissions throughout the world.

tlJuring tlie 'Bergen Ministeria{ Conference on SustainaG{e
tlJevdopment in tfie f£CE rJ\f-gion (May 1990), tlie Secretary of
tfie f£nvironment of'Brazi{ spof(g_ on your Geliaif. Jie mentionea
tfie importance of tfie rainforest ana referrea to tfie resu{ts of the
stuay ana researcfi worl(conauctea at tfie Institute of1\_esearcfi
2

for .9Lmazonia (I:A(:f.9L) in 9vfanaus. J-fe gave an account of fiow
tfie aestruction of tfie tropica{ forest in 13razi{ wouM affect
dimate not on{y in tfie region, but a{{ over tfie g{obe. Since tfiis
is an e?(treme{y important issue, wouM you {i{(f to offer your
own persona{ view?
As I have been stressing since the time of the electoral
campaign to the Presidency, one of my Administration's
priorities is to tackle environmental problems by means of
a positive approach. In this context, I do recognize the
importance of protecting climate and the atmosphere. In so
far as the protection of the great carbon reservoirs - such as
forests and oceans - is a part of this problem, Brazil is ready
to offer its contribution in a constructive manner, through
incentives to programmes and projects for the protection of
the Amazonian forest. We consider it absolutely indispensable, however, that other countries play their part in this
process, e.g. by reducing emissions of greenhouse gases of
fossil-fuel origin derived from their gigantic fleets of cars and
from their industrial parks.

%ere is a new aaministration in rJ3razi{ ana you yourself, as a
young Presiaent, are serious{y preoccupiea witfi proMems of
atmospfieric po{{ution, aaverse dimatic cfianges ana aeforestation. :YOu fiave a{reaay ta/(fn some steps witfiin tfie country
to improve tfie situation. Cou£a you p{ease outune in some aetau
tfie measures you fiave ta/(fn?
With the aim of promoting the protection of the Amazonian
forest, we in Brazil are finalizing the overall economicecological mapping of the region. This programme is based
on the assumption that environmental protection cannot be
dissociated from the promotion of social and economic
development. It will allow the precise definition of potentials
3

of the various areas in the region, which is necessary for the
correct applicability of models of sustainable development in
the forest. In that programme, it is expected that 20 new
'extractivist reserves' would be added to the five reserves
already existing. Combating of illegal deforestation and
burning in the critical period of June to September has been
made possible by 'Operation Amazonia', an overall effort
launched in April 1990 and combining sophisticated
satellite surveys and monitoring with local checking and
enforcement on the ground. Illegal, indiscriminate taking of
lands in Amazonia is being forcefully opposed by all means
permitted by law, including even the co-operation of the
Armed Forces.
A comprehensive programme of environmental education is being launched at the same time, with a view to
broadening and deepening perceptive motivation of the
younger generation with respect to the importance of environmental protection in conjunction with the promotion of
sustainable development.

Since you nave a[ready curbed some of tne projects wnicn were
not environmenta[[y sounc£ wnat sort of a[ternatives do you
fiave in mind and wnat sort of assistance wouM you require?
It is not easy to implement development-project options that

are clearly directed to a 'sustainable' dimension. These
options often require considerably larger investments, longer
planning, a solid effort towards motivating local communities, and onerous fiscal and supervisory operations. They
also require special education and training of personnel,
and access to technologies and equipment which are often
too expensive and not available in the domestic market. It
will be absolutely necessary to intensify international cooperation in the environmental area. Equally essential, steps
4

must be taken to promote more just and equitable worldwide economic relations, without which the reactivation of
economic activity and economic growth in developing
countries cannot take place. It is in this sense that we
welcome with great interest the new language of cooperation reflected in the recent Declaration of Dublin
(European Communities Council) and the Declaration of
Houston (Summit of the Seven) .

.!ZL[{ activities necessary to maintain a dean atmosphere, to

prevent adverse cCimatic cliange, to contra[ deforestation, to
avoid undesira6Ce environmenta{ impacts on agricu{ture, in 6rief
to meet tfie very goa{ of sustaina6[e deve{opment, require e~
penditure. In your opinion liow can tlie necessary financia{
resources 6e made avai[a6{e to deveCoping countries in order to
6roaden tlieir access to environmenta{[y dean teclino{ogies?
The channelling of additional financial resources, under
concessional conditions, and the right of access, on preferential terms, to the new, 'clean' technologies, those that protect
and help recover the environment, are two fundamental
issues. They are intimately related to the promotion of
sustainable development in developing countries.
New and additional credits and technologies are necessary not only for improving the quality of the environment
in each country, but also in terms of providing the means of
implementing whatever new international obligations are
agreed upon through international negotiations. In fact,
every agreement should include specific arrangements for
the transfer of additional resources to developing countries.
Additional financing for domestic environmental planning could be channelled by means of more bilateral grants
or concessions as well as by a new financing unit within the
World Bank (we note that the proposed establishment of a
5

'Global Environmental Facility' within the purview of the IBRD
is under consideration by its Development Committee).
Additional resources are also needed if we are to face positively
the environmental components embedded in most development and infrastructure projects.

'IIiere is [itde aou6t that the reauction of the emission ofgreenhouse gases ana the consequent aaverse cfimate change require
a new po[icy in the use offossi[ juefs, wicfer use of a[ternative
ene1Jjy, an effective ene1Jjy conservation programme, the cur6ing
of aeforestation in tropica[ regions ana the ezy[oitation of
natura[ resources on a sustaina6fe 6asis. In this conte?(t, you
may wish to ezyfain the present situation in 13razi[ as regarcfs
the use ofgazoho[ ana ethano[ or any other ene1Jjy a[ternatives
you have aeve[opetf.
Greenhouse gas emissions derived from fossil fuel combustion are relatively small in Brazil. The highly industrialized
countries, being most responsible for that kind of emission,
must take the lead in making commitments aiming at
reducing these emissions. As for the specific question
concerning the use of alcohol as an alternative to other fuels,
let me stress that Brazil has developed an autonomous and
quite efficient technology in this field. As you know, a
substantial part of the Brazilian car fleet is alcohol-run, thus
contributing significantly to the reduction of C0 2 emissions.

J'ls pointea out 6y tfie 13razifian ae[egation to tfie Wfiite :House

Conference on Science ana 'Economics 1\§,search 1\§,[atea to
(jfo6a[ Change {.9Lpri[ 1990J the fof(owing questions aeserve
particufar attention: What activities, in the aevefoping countries, have to 6e curtai[ea for environmenta[ purposes that ao
not imp{y a serious socia[ cost? Is it possi6[e to a[[ow a 6etter
6

distri6ution of emissions within the nationa{ 6oundaries so that
tfie most productive and desiraMe activities are favoured? rJJo
you not agree tfiat these pro6{ems require so{utions prior to tfie
setting up of regu{ations and {egis{ation whicfi wou{d 6e difficu[t for devdoping nations to respect?
One should never separate the question of implementing
environmental protection measures in developing countries
from that of promoting social and economic development.
The present situation in our countries requires a special and
differential treatment, the mobilization of additional
resources and acce~s to new technologies. These are sine qua
non conditions if we are able gradually to adapt productive
activities to environmentally more demanding standards.
The measures of control eventually to be adopted through
new international agreements on the protection of the environment must not take the form of an inequitable freeze of
present levels of quality of life in the various countries.
The setting of ceilings for greenhouse gas emissions
and the identification of 'emitting' activities to be selectively
controlled, under more or less comprehensive standards, in
accordance with their positive impact on economic development, should be among those ideas to be contemplated in
the forthcoming negotiating process that will lead to a
framework convention on climate.

In your opinion, what are the most 'ut;gent measures required to
prevent Latin .f?Lmerica from 6ecoming tlie victim of a profound
socio-environmenta[ crisis?
As already indicated, it seems to me that those elements
absolutely necessary for a programme that would prevent
the double crisis- socio-economic and environmental- in
Latin America and the Caribbean must include the return of
7

economic activity to the region; the re-negotiation, in more
equitable terms, of the regional external debt; and the channelling of financial and technological resources on a preferential basis. Within the next year, the Regional Action Plan
for the Environment in Latin America and the Caribbean,
now under preparation, should be adopted. As an outcome
of governmental negotiations, the Action Plan is expected to
establish priorities for co-operative action within the regional
context. It should inter alia also provide the basis for diversifying channels and mechanisms responsible for receiving
foreign resources, originating from both multilateral and
bilateral initiatives, for programmes directed to the protection of the environment in the area.

' 'Brazi[ wi[[ liost tlie 1992 Vnited IJ../fltions Conference on
'Environment and rJJevdopment (11tJ.{C'ErJJ). 'Wiiat do you fed
sliouM 6e tlie main outcome of tlie Conference?
Owing to its dimension and importance, the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development, to
be held in Brazil in 1992, will undoubtedly become one of
the great diplomatic events in the history of the United
Nations. The fundamental goal of the Conference will be to
include, definitively, environmental considerations in the
planning and promotion of social and economic development, emphasis being given to the importance of concepts
of sustainable, environmentally rational development.
UNCED should play a fundamental role in the
consolidation of principles which should guide economic
activity of the different societies according to a revised
model of development. For that reason, it should create
mechanisms that permit the sharing, on a global scale, of
the benefits of economic development - the assumption
being that underdevelopment and poverty constitute, in
8

'I their own right, major causes for the degradation of
/ the environment. UNCED should furthermore consolidate
I mechanisms to ensure differential and preferential
J. 1 treatment for developing countries in the field of legal
; obligations related to the environment, as well as to permit
these countries, under more favourable conditions, access
to financial resources and technologies indispensable for
the implementation of sustainable development models.
In addition, the climax of the 1992 Conference
should be the adoption of various international legal
instruments for the protection of the environment. Finally,
it should set an agenda for sustainable development in the
next century.
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His Excellency
Fran~ois M. Mitterrand
President
of the French Republic
'Tfie fieads of 24 governments
from a[[ tfie continents met
on 10 and 11 %arcfi 1989 in
'Tfie J£ague (:J...&tfierfands) at
tfie Summit on tfie Protection
of tfie (j[oba[ Jltmospfiere,
convened by tfiree countries,
induding :France. rrfie fact
tfiat you appeared persona[[y
demonstrates tfie importance
you attacfi to tfiis prob[em.
Wou[d you [i~ to ezyand on
tfiis topic?

France attaches the highest importance to protection of the
global atmosphere, whether in order to preserve the
stratospheric ozone layer or to limit emissions of toxic as
well as greenhouse gases. It was for this reason that my
country took the initiative of making such an appeal,
together with Norway and the Netherlands. Actually, I
believe that a supra-national body must be created which
will alone be able to monitor effectively compliance with
the international regulations to be decreed for this purpose.

In your address at rifie J£ague you inferred tfiat, even if
uncertainties sti[[ remained from tfie scientific point of view,
tfie nature of tfie prob[em was sucfi tfiat it required immediate
11

internationa[ action. Many nations sti{{ 6eCieve tliat
protection of tlie environment ana ecosystem is an ezyensive
unaertaking. rDo you 6dieve tfiat o6servationa{ ana research
aspects of tfie monitoring ana protection of tlie g{o6a{
atmosphere sliou[a receive priority?
It was, of course, the scientists who first warned all the
citizens and leaders of the various countries about
the urgency of ensuring the global protection of the
environment. France therefore attaches the highest
importance to the development of research and to the
proper dissemination of observations. It was, in fact, for
this reason that, in June 1989, I requested the creation of a
World Observatory of the Planet and that, at the last
summit in Houston, I proposed, on behalf of France, the
creation of a centre for disseminating satellite data
concerning environmental protection. Nevertheless, I
consider that our action should not be limited to research
aspects and that it is a matter of urgency to act even if all
of the scientific uncertainties have not yet been removed.
If our countries do not adopt concrete measures to limit
emissions of harmful gases, the resultant delay will have
considerable economic repercussions in the future.

rr/ie signatories of tlie J-[ague 'lJedaration ac/(now{eagea tfiat
tfie inaustriaCi.zea nations liaa a specia{ responsi6iCity to assist
tlie aeve{oping countries, wliicli migfit be tfie ones most serious{y
affect ea 6y changes in tlie f£artli 's dimate ana environment.
%'fiat form ao you tliin/(sucli assistance couM ta~?
Clearly, the more prosperous nations have special obligations toward the developing countries, particularly
since it is our countries which still pollute the atmosphere
most. The assistance which we should give to the
12

developing countries can take several forms, such as the
creation of international bodies devoted to the solution of
problems specifically affecting the developing countries.
France thus proposed the creation of the Sahara and
Sahel Observatory, which has started its work to control
desertification. We must also not forget the various
economic forms of aid, including loans or gifts, to the
developing countries which are the most affected by
climate changes.

~o you fee[ that the nations of the wor[a are reaay to contemp[ate joint action to combat ana mitigate the threat to the
worMfrom the greenhouse effect?

I note that all nations of the world have become aware of
the threat of the greenhouse effect to climate evolution.
Obviously, we are not yet all in agreement on how the
necessary action is to be undertaken. However, I feel that
an increasing number of countries are prepared to make
appropriate efforts by making known the limits of carbon
dioxide emissions which they intend to respect. This
process will still take a long time, but I think that wisdom
will prevail.

13
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His Majesty
Hussein I
King of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
'Ifie fact that you persona[{!J
attenaea the :Hague Summit
aemonstrates your great
interest in ana profound
concern regaraing prob[ems
of dimate change ana preservation of the environment. :You statea that the
quafity of £ife was being
threatenea by the growing
£angers to the 'Earth's
atmosphere. tJJo you wish to
highfight some of these
aangers?
The dangers to the Earth's atmosphere are manifold.
Some of them may seem area-specific, such as deforestation, desertification, and depletion of freshwater
resources, which afflict Jordan and the Middle East in
general, or acid rain and pollution in more highly
industrialized regions; but these phenomena are global in
their effect, just as much as the greenhouse effect or the
depletion of the ozone layer. This is because the ecosystem
is so finely balanced that a disruption in any part of it
would throw the system out of balance. Hence the
importance of the Hague Summit of March 1989, because
it highlighted the global nature of the challenge and the
need for a co-ordinated and comprehensive world effort
to overcome it.
15

yCo6a[ cCimate change, air, sea- and freshwater po[[ution,
acid rain, hazardous su6stances, deforestation and energy
poCicies are among the most important pro6Cems facing
mankind. 1Juring recent years, numerous internationa[
meetings at a[[ scientific and poCitica[ [eveCs have 6een heCd to
discuss these issues and preparations are in progress for
ho[ding the 11nited 'JI{jttions Conference on 'Environment in
rBrazi[ in 1992. 1Jo you 6eCieve that, 6y 1992, poCitica[ and
financia[ means wi[[ 6e avai[a6[e to tac/({e these pro6Cems?
I believe that the financial and technological means to
tackle these problems are available, but the measures
necessary for protecting the environment have often come
into conflict with the short-term needs of development, or
with the profit motive, which also cannot be ignored. It is
the duty of political decision-makers to draw up and
implement policies that give incentives to the private as
well as public sectors to pursue the dual objective of
progress and preservation with equal emphasis.

On many occasions, it has 6een suggested that the
imp[ementation of an efficient environmenta[ protection
programme requires three quite distinct measures: (a)
esta6[ishment of an internationa[ authority or strengthening
of e?(isting authorities under the aegis of the 11nited 'JI{jttions
to supervise the preservation of the environment; (b)
esta6Cishment of an internationa[ funding source to assist
deve[oping nations in setting up environmenta[ protection
projects; and (c) setting up of a comprehensive environmenta[
[ega[ machinery with its own princip[es, ru[es, criteria and
standards. You may wish to offer your own views on these.
The global nature of the challenge requires a coordinated and comprehensive effort to tackle it, and I
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believe that the United Nations is the body best qualified
to deal with this momentous task since it already has a
specialized agency for the purpose, and particularly in
view of its revitalized role. However, there is certainly a
need to strengthen the United Nations Environment
Programme, as well as all other United Nations bodies, to
enable them to cope better with the challenges that face
humanity.
Concerning funds for the environment protection
programmes, the challenge lies in interlinking the goals
of progress and preservation. Therefore, serious consideration must be given to the means that would best
achieve this end. It may be more efficient to increase
co-operation between the United Nations Environment
Programme and its sister programme, the UNDP.
The same applies to the legal machinery. However,
on this topic, I would like to stress that the success of the
global effort to protect the environment depends on
international co-operation. Therefore, the principles,
rules, criteria, and standards must be applicable and
pertinent to both developing and developed nations, and
not favour one group's interests over those of the other.

rrtie greenhouse effect, attri6utea to man-maae emissions of
car6on aio?(jae, methane ana ch{orofCuorocar6ons, is a
particuCarCy worM-wiae pro6Cem as regardS 6oth cause ana
impact. rrtie inaustriaCizea nations have 6egun the painfu{
process of aiscovering past mistakf_s ana the aeve{oping
countries want compensation for reaucing the emissions they
proauce. rr'he W9vf0/11tJ\['EP Inter;governmenta{ Pane{ on
CCimate Change (IPCC) has suggestea that there are
sufficient groundS to act on g{o6a{ warming. rJJo you 6eCieve
that a g{o6a{ agreement cou{a 6e reachec£ in the ne?(t few
years, to reauce the emission of the greenhouse gases?

17

I see no alternative to global co-operation to solve the
problem. The technology exists to provide substitutes for
activities causing harmful emissions and certainly the
financial resources are there. The problem lies in assessing
correctly each country's needs and capability, and in
allocating each country's share of the effort. The
developing countries are already overburdened by their
development needs and they need assistance, both
financially and technically, to contribute to such a
programme.

yovernments are aeep{y concernea over tlie conaition of
tlie woda's ecosystem, fooa supp{y ana liuman liea{tfi.
'lJeve{oping nations, liowever., ao not as yet liave tlie means
to integrate economic aeveCopment ana environmenta{
preservation. Some aonors, funaing institutions ana aeve(
opment 6an/(§ liave sliown interest in proviaing financia{
assistance if tlie ethics of sustaina6{e aeveCopment are
incorporatea in the assistance programme. 'Do you 6dieve
that this approach wi{{ Cimit the f[e;d6ifity of the aevefoping countries in the traae-off 6etween environment ana
aeve{opment consiaeration?
Developing nations face a complexity of problems related to
development. These include providing food, employment,
housing, education, and health services to an everincreasing population. In addition, some have to cope with
a debilitating debt problem, which handicaps their growth.
In certain regions, such as the Middle East, the absence of
peace also hinders socio-economic progress. The preservation
of the environment has to compete with the vital issues of
survival for a place on any developing country's national
agenda. Therefore, it becomes essential to provide developing countries with incentives and assistance to pursue
18

conservation programmes, but this should be done in a way
that enhances their development programmes, not place an
additional burden on their already stretched resources. This
would make economic planning more difficult, but, in the
long run, it is the only way.

rr'fie deve{oping nations fiave an w;gent needfor access to, and
actua{ transfer oft up-to-date environmenta{ protection
tecfino{ogy. In your view, fiow can tfiis 6e acfiieved at
!itt{e or no cost and witfiout undu{y impeding economic
deve!opment?
It is important to stress that technology transfer, in this
situation in particular,. is not a hand-out from the more
advanced countries, but an investment on their part in a
better future for all mankind. It is a long-term investment
whose rewards may not be appreciated fully for some
years to come. However, if this principle were accepted,
the mechanism of the transfer would not present an
insurmountable obstacle.

Since a{{ dimate-re!ated socia{ issues are interre{ated and ea{{
for internationa{ action, tfiey require tfie participation of tfie
deve{oping nations. 11n{ess deve!oping countries fiave a poo{
of specia{ists trained in a{{ aspects of dimate cfiange and
environmenta{ preservation, tfiey cannot participate
effective!y in tfie imp{ementation of sucfi programmes. In
your opinion, wfiat action cou{d 6e taKf.n to speed up tfie
process of training and to encourage participation at a
nationa{ or internationa{ {eve£?
The problem is a real one, and it is compounded by the fact
that the resources of developing countries are overstretched to
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meet basic bread-and-butter issues. The realization that
conservation of the environment is not an esoteric interest is
comparatively new, even in developed nations. This is why
conservation has not received the order of priority that it
deserves. Hence, the training of specialists at higher levels of
education, though an important step, would not be sufficient.
It would not be sufficient to allocate a share of the scholarships and academic exchange programmes to conservationrelated disciplines; equally important is the creation of
awareness at grass-roots level of the importance of conservation, and to this end we also need help from counfries
with longer experience in the field.

rr'wenty years after tfie Stocf({w(m Conference, tfie 1992 V.nited
:A[ations Conference to be fie(£ in 13razi( wi(( provitfe an
important opportunity for tfie internationa[ community to
ta/(f stocl( and assess tlie progress acliieved in tlie fieCd
of protection of tlie atmospliere and environmenta[ preservation.
It is of utmost importance tliat deveCoping nations ma/(? every
effort to ta/(? part in tliis important gatliering. Wliat wouCd be
your persona[ wislies as regards tlie outcome of tlie Conference?
The purpose of this meeting is to confront a problem that
faces all humanity, and it is of the utmost importance that
all nations participate fully. I would like to see the conference
address with equal emphasis the concerns of developed and
developing countries, in a spirit of co-operation, which would
be a very good precedent of joint world action against a
common danger.

CouM you p[ease describe some of tlie dimatic pro6Cems of
particu[ar concern to tlie J{asfiemite CJ(jngdom of Jordan in tfie
conte?(t of tlie scenario of a proba6Ce g[oba[ warming?
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I have made reference to the problems of salination of
the already scarce water resources, earth erosion and
desertification. But these problems have to be taken in a
regional context since their solution, which is crucial to
our development and economic planning, is made more
difficult by the political realities which make regional cooperation difficult in the absence of peace.
Of course all these problems would be accentuated
all the more by global warming, which would add to the
causes of instability in the region. The problem would thus
feed on itself and snowball out of control.
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The Honourable
Edward Fenech-Adami
Prime Minister of the
Republic of Malta
In 1988 the (jovernment of
%aCta tool( tlie initiative to
aavance internationa{ action
on the issue of g{o6a{ cCimate
cliange when it preparea a
reso{ution for consiaeration
Gy the 11nitea 9\Lations
(jenera{ JlssemGCy entit{ed
'Protection of tlie g{oGaL
cCimate for present ana future
generations of man/(jna'.
Wliat promptea your (jovernment to ta/(g sucli initiative?

In August 1988, Professor David Attard, who teaches
international law at the University of Malta, asked to see
me on a matter which he felt was of international
importance. At the meeting, Professor Attard stressed the
need for co-operation with respect to the protection of the
global climate. He explained that the world's climate was
being threatened by certain human activities. There was
a great risk that these activities could lead to a global
warming, the magnitude of which - over such a short
time scale - had never been witnessed in the history of
civilized man.
In his view, whilst serious work was being undertaken by a number of scientific organizations, there was
little co-ordination of such effort. Given the magnitude of
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the problem and the limited resources available, it was
important that there should be less overlapping and more
co-ordination. Furthermore, Professor Attard stressed the
need to have the problem considered at the highest
political level- the United Nations General Assembly.
In view of the serious threat which climate change
presented, I felt that my Government should take urgent
action. I discussed the issue with the then Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Dr V. Tabone, who immediately agreed
on the necessity for action at the United Nations. On
9 September 1988, my Government requested that the
issue of climate change be put on the agenda of the 43rd
session of the General Assembly. Our request was accepted
and furthermore a Plenary Meeting of the Assembly was
convened to examine the question.
In short, Malta 1s initiative on climate was aimed at
creating a global response to climate change. Clearly,
whether developed or developing, each State has an
interest in the global climate. Its protection is vital to life
on Earth. We must strive to ensure that future generations
do not inherit a planet which cannot sustain life.

I assume that before or when you su6mittecf the araft
reso{ution, you soficitecf support from some agencies or
organizations. Which organizations cficf you contact ana
what were their reactions?

Yes, we did sound a number of organizations and
personalities prior to raising the question of climate
change at the United Nations. In fact, at the formative
stages of our initiative, I instructed our Foreign Office to
seek the advice of the relevant international organizations, in particular WMO and UNEP. I felt that the
former could offer guidance on the scientific aspects of the
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issue, whilst the latter had the policy-making expertise in
dealing with global environmental problems. I was of the
opinion that the support of WMO and UNEP was crucial if
our initiative was to succeed. I shall never forget the
vigorous support we received from Professor G. 0. P. Obasi
and Dr M. K. Tolba, both of whom visited us in Malta and
assisted us in the formulation of our policy.
In fact, we feel that our initiative on climate should
be considered as a tribute to all those persons, dgencies
and organizations that had undertaken the necessary
work and research to ascertain that our fears were based
on sound scientific evidence.
In my view, there can be no effective policymaking in the area of environmental pollution unless
the decision-maker is presented with reliable scientific
evidence. It is therefore vital in developing our response
strategies to climate change that we continue to support
and strengthen the research programmes on climate.
On the other hand, we must be careful not to allow
any scientific uncertainty to hinder our responses in
countering climate change. Given the seriousness and
traumatic effects of climate change, mankind cannot and
should not await absolute scientific consensus before
taking action, for by then it may be too late . We simply
cannot afford to procrastinate. The scientist and the
policy-maker must work hand in hand to provide a
survival strategy for our planet. In this respect the cooperation between UNEP and WMO provides an excellent
example.

1Jo you Gdieve tfiat tfie reso[ution as acfoptecf Gy tfie 1.1nitecf
IJI{fltions meets tfie e;q;ectations of tfie government of Ma[ta
ana otfiers wfio supportecf it? 'Wfiat are tfie sa£ient points of
tfie reso[ution?
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I believe that the resolution does meet to a very large extent
the expectations of the Maltese Government and the 55
States that eo-sponsored it. The fact that it was unanimously
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly reflects
the general support which our initiative enjoyed.
Briefly, the resolution sets out the constitutive
elements of a global strategy to ensure the effective
protection of our global climate. These elements can be
divided into three broad categories: (a) institutional, (b)
scientific, and (c) legal.
The UN resolution clearly identifies the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change as the body
through which WMO and UNEP should ensure that the
necessary action is taken. I am glad to note that the panel
has already prepared an authoritative report on climate
change. The scientific and socio-economic aspect of
climate change is another area which the resolution
required the panel to consider. The creation of a legal
framework within which mankind's activities to protect
the climate can be regulated was another goal set out by
the resolution.
Clearly, we would have liked some of its provisions to
be worded in a stronger tone. In fact, events over recent
months - as I shall explain - have proved us right.
Nevertheless, given the uniqueness of our initiative and its
sensitive nature, we felt that prudence and caution in our
demands were necessary to ensure consensus and success.
If you look at Resolution 43/53, paragraph 10 (e)
reads 'Elements for inclusion in a possible future
international convention on climate'. The original
Maltese draft used the word 'possible' to qualify
'elements' and not 'convention'. In our negotiations in
the Second Committee of the General Assembly, it
became clear - at least in October/November 1988 that there was no general agreement over whether there
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was a need for a climate convention. We left the General
Assembly determined to muster international support
for the conclusion of a climate convention. In the
months that followed, it became clear that Malta's
position was receiving widespread support, as was
confirmed in Resolution 44/207 on climate, which
emerged from the 44th session of the United Nations
General Assembly. In this resolution, the international
community is urged to begin preparations for negotiations on a framework convention on climate, taking
into account the work of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change.
I would like to conclude my answer by raising what
I consider to be a fundamental issue. If the international
community is to succeed in coping with global environmental problems, new rules of international law have
to be formulated. It is our belief that the current state of
international law is not mature enough to enable us to
tackle these problems effectively. We live today in a
situation where a small group of States can tamper with
the global environmental equilibrium at the expense of
the international community. In this respect, I feel it is
noteworthy that Malta has introduced the concept of the
common concern of mankind. And climate change is a
common concern of mankind.
This concept, which has been confirmed by the
General Assembly in Resolution 43/53, should develop into
a principle allowing the international community to act on
matters which are of common interest. In the case of
climate, the international community would be entitled to
concern itself with activities which cause climate change,
even when such activities occur within a State's boundaries.
The principle of domestic jurisdiction can no longer be
allowed to be used as a defence when global environmental
well-being is at stake.
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In conjunction with the draft reso[ution submitted 6y the
yovernment of %a[ta, tfie %a[tese yovernment had afso
proposed the need for an 'internationa[ convention on
dimate' which wou[d provide a [ega[ and institutiona[
frameworK. to dea[ with dimate change and g[o6a[ warming.
Cou[d you p[ease ezyand on this?
As I pointed out in my last answer, my Government feels
that there should be an international convention on
climate. We feel that the conclusion of such a treaty would
signal to the world community the existence of a firm
political will to counter the problem of climate change. It
should provide a global framework within which national,
regional and international measures to protect the climate
can be developed, harmonized and co-ordinated.
The instrument should be primarily a framework
convention enumerating the general principles and
providing for the development of a number of protocols
which could contain concrete measures. In this respect
the Vienna Convention on the Ozone Layer is a useful
model. It is a framework treaty which deals with a global
environmental problem - the protection of the ozone
layer.
One must however also realize that the question of
climate change is a much more complicated and intricate
issue. It is all-embracing, affecting every aspect of human
life. Furthermore, those human activities which produce
climate change are very numerous.
We also have to bear in mind that we have a temporal problem. Mankind simply does not have the time to
await the negotiation and conclusion of a framework
convention without any agreement on concrete measures.
Malta is therefore proposing that, coupled with the
conclusion of a climate convention, the international
community should strive to adopt at least two protocols
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which will require concrete measures to be taken in two
particular areas:
•
•

Rational forestry management;
and
Energy efficiency.

It is our view that there exists sufficient support for

the adoption of these protocols. Clearly, their observance
would produce results that are beneficial to the global
climate. Furthermore, measures in the areas I have just
mentioned would also produce other benefits such as
economic savings.

In your aaaress on the occasion of the Meeting of t]?ssic£ent
'l(epresentatives of the rzlnitea 1\[ations rJJeve[opment
Programme (%a[ta, March 1989) you saia that the neea to
protect the g[o6a[ environment was not incompatiG[e with the
neea to aevefop ana improve the human conaition. Cou[a you
p[ease ezyana on this?
If an environmental protection strategy is to be effective
and successful it has to take into account the economic
needs and development realities of the international
community. Increasingly, even in a very small State such
as ours, decision-makers have to act bearing in mind the
need to protect the environment and the urge to develop
and grow. In my view one has to achieve a balance
between these two goals. Clearly, there are cases where
development causes environmental problems. On the
other hand, we have to ask: Can there be 'true' development, if there is widespread degradation?
The solution to this dilemma is often a complicated,
multidimensional and intricate one. Those countries
which have grown and developed cannot expect others
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suddenly to stultify their development and growth.
Clearly, all States must act responsibly. Underdevelopment is no excuse for a State to abuse the environment.
Nevertheless, the developed States have a responsibility
to ensure that the developing States are allowed to
grow and at the same time meet their environmental
obligations. This responsibility, it seems to me, stems from
two factors:
•

The developed States have in many cases grown
at the expense of the environment. Their
development has produced adverse environmental effects which the international community is still facing today. This degradation
occurred when some members of the international community were not even States. It
was not unknown for States to undertake
their hazardous activities in distant colonial
territories. The development of the nuclear States
is littered with such occurrences;

•

The developed States have the resources and the
technological capabilities to develop environmentally benign technologies. There should be
channels for the transfer of these technologies,
and for the funding of the establishment and
application of these technologies in developing
States.

The results of the recent London Ozone Layer
Conference demonstrate the need to recognize developmental concerns if global environmental strategies
are to succeed. The ozone layer surrounds us all developed, developing, rich, poor, small and great. It
protects the some five billion inhabitants of the Earth
from possible destruction. The need to phase out
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chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) has serious developmental
consequences. CFCs play an important part in our
economic growth. We cannot expect developing States which are aspiring to the same development as
industrialized States and which have for a number of
years been gearing up to exploit CFCs - suddenly to
abandon the economic interests of their peoples. I fully
understand the position of China and India on this
matter.
I feel that the solution of the London Conference
attempts to create a reasonable and realistic balance
between economic growth and environmental protection.
It attempts to tighten controls on CFCs on a global basis.
It envisages the developed States assisting developing
States to adopt and adapt to the new technologies that
provide CFC alternatives. This assistance is coupled with
the setting up of a 240 million US dollar fund to finance
this transfer of technology.
I believe that the London solution provides a unique
model for balancing development and environmental
protection. It will be useful in our fight to protect the
global climate. It will demonstrate that it is possible to
tackle global environmental problems even if there are
developmental consequences.
Clearly, with respect to climate, the financial
assistance will have to be of a greater magnitude. That is
why Malta has advocated the establishment of a World
Climate Fund. The London Conference demonstrates that
such a fund is a realistic goal. It strengthens our resolve.
Finally, I should like to point out that Malta
has prohibited the use in aerosol sprays of all ozonedamaging chemical compounds after 31 December 1990.
After this date no aerosol spray product containing such
compounds will be allowed to be manufactured, imported
or exported.
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On severa[ occasions you fiave referred to tfie possiMe esta6Cisfiment of a 'Euro-9vfediterranean Centre to dea[ witfi
regiona[ aspects of environmenta[ pro6[ems. WouM you give a
few e?(amp[es of pro6[ems which couM 6e dea[t with 6y such
a centre?
Malta has proposed the establishment of a EuroMediterranean Centre to deal with the problems of
climate change. The main goal of this centre would be to
examine the ramifications of climate change on a
regional basis. The Euro-Mediterranean region is
particularly suited for such an exercise. It surrounds a
semi-enclosed sea bordered by developed and developing
littoral States facing each other. Climate change - with
possible consequences such as atmospheric warming
and sea-level rise - could have catastrophic effects on
the region.
We hope that such a centre would provide solutions
with applications not just in this one particular region but
also in other parts of the globe. It is imperative, if it is to
succeed, that a global approach to combat climate change
should include the development of regional approaches to
the problem .

.JZLnother area of g[oba[ environmenta[ concern to which
you have been drawing attention recent[y rdates to the
environmenta[ protection of (e?(tra-territoria[ space'. Cou[d
you p[ease ezyand on tfiis?
My Government is concerned that the current environmental debate centres mainly on controlling harmful
activities occurring in areas that fall under national
jurisdiction. This is understandable, as international
control is largely based on the will of sovereign States.
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Unfortunately, there are huge areas of our globe where
not enough attention is given to their environmental
protection. The high seas and superjacent airspace are two
such areas. Because they are extra-territorial, their
protection is left largely unregulated. The little regulation
that exists is ineffective.
It is for these reasons that Malta has recommended
to the General Assembly that a group of eminent persons
should be established to examine the problem. Vast
expanses of extra-territorial space belong to the 'common
heritage of mankind'. No State or States should be allowed
to abuse them.

We liave 6een taCKing a6out g[o6a[ responses to cCimatecliange issues as we[[ as measures tliat miglit 6e unaerta/(?n
to lea[ witli environmenta[ matters on a regiona[ sca[e. Cou[c{
you p[ease enumerate some of tlie dimatic ana environmenta[
issues ofparticu[ar importance to !Jv[a[ta?
The very temperament of our people is a reflection of our
climate, which has influenced our lives. Atmospheric
warming, rainfall deficiency and sea-level rise will
dramatically affect our small island and life thereon.
Water resources and agriculture are two important
resources that are already strained. We already spend 30
per cent of our energy bill transforming sea-water into
drinking water. Tourism, which is one of the island's major
foreign-currency earners employing thousands, would
suffer if the heat became intolerable. Already we find that
warm summers in the north of Europe (our main market)
affect the number of incoming tourists.
Another major environmental problem is land use.
Our small island has to cope with the development
requirements of a dense population.
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WouM you {ii(g, to send a message to the nations of the
worM on the occasion of the W%0 WorM 9\feteoro{ogica{
Vay 1991, the theme of which is (rrfie atmosphere of the
{iving p{anet 'Earth'?
The changing composition of the atmosphere risks
breaking irreparably the delicate and intricate elasticity
of the Earth's environment. At this rate the very air our
children will breathe will choke rather than replenish
their lungs. Urgent action to protect the planet's
atmosphere is needed. We procrastinate at our peril.
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His Excellency
Flavio Cotti
President of the
Swiss Confederation
ri!ie Secona Woda CCimate
Conference, wliicli was fie[d
in yeneva from 29 October to
7 rJ.{pvember 1990, was a resounaing success. You cliaired
tfie %inisteria[Session of tlie
Conference ana are tfierefore
particu[ady we[[ p[acea to
comment on tfie adiberations
ana interventions of tlie participants. Cou[a you p[ease
start by giving your personaL
impressions of tlie Session?
I believe the Ministerial Session was a landmark in many
regards. First of all, it was the first time that so many
nations of the world (13 7), some of which were represented at the highest political level, participated in a
conference on climate. Second, the Ministerial Declaration
issued at the close of the Session recognized the need to
transfer to developing countries additional financial
resources and environmentally sound technologies on
a fair and most favourable basis. Third, it recognized
precaution as the principle that should underlie any
action dealing with climate change. Finally, it clearly
showed the readiness of the most industrialized countries to take a first step in stabilizing or reducing their
greenhouse-gas emissions.
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I was extremely disappointed, however, at the failure
of the industrialized world to reach a consensus on the
stabilization of C0 2 emissions, which I consider to be an
absolutely indispensable first step.

%any de{egations from tfie deve{oping countries attended tfie
'WorM C£imate Conference ana participatea in tfie l}v[inisteria{
Session. 'Wfiat comments can you makg on tfie participation
ana tfie interventions of tfie aeve£oping nations on dimatecfiange issues?
The fact that most of the developing countries were represented at the Conference is a very encouraging sign. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change made
considerable efforts in this direction and I am convinced
that their large participation in the Ministerial Session
was the fruit of these efforts.
I was most impressed with the determination with
which delegations of low-lying coastal and island States
voiced their deep concern and criticized the Ministerial
Declaration for failing to take into account their special
situation. Although most of these States produce hardly
any greenhouse gases, they will probably be the first hit
by any sea-level rise induced by global warming. Their
position is to remind us that, while the global community
may be facing a common threat, the political reality is
that individual nations face threats of quite distinct scales
and gravity.

In tfie %inisteria{ 'lJedaration, it is mentioned tfiat tfie
potentia{ impact of dimate cfiange cou{d tfireaten tfie
environment and consequent{y socia{ ana economic aeve{opment in gener~ ana even jeoparaize surviva{ in some is{ana
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States ancf {ow-[ying coasta( aricf ancf semi-aricf areas. '1Jo you
liave tlie impression tliat tlie cfeve[oping nations are very
mucli concernecf about tliese issues?
Developing nations are certainly aware that they will be
particularly affected by global warming and the resulting changes in climate, although it is clear that the
alleviation of poverty and economic development continue to be their primary and immediate concerns. As
mentioned above, the less industrialized low-lying coastal
States and islands, such as those found in the South
Pacific and Indian Oceans, are expected to be among the
most severely affected by the effects of global warming.
This group expressed its special concerns very clearly and
forcefully at the Second World Climate Conference, and
will no doubt take a very active part in the negotiations of
an international convention on climate change.

'!'lie Ministeria( 1Jedaration afso ma{(fs reference to tlie neecf
for co-operation between acfvancea ana aevefoping nations in
oraer to aaaress dimate-cliange issues witliout liinaering
nationa[ aeve[opment objectives of t!ie (atter. In your opinion,
wliat sfiouM tlie main e(ements be for sucli co-operation?
An important area of co-operation is in the scientific
domain, as was rightly emphasized in the scientific and
technical deliberations at the Conference. At the moment,
many developing countries must merely accept the verdict
of a scientific community of which they do not form part.
Besides, there is a need for financial and technical cooperation, in order to allow the developing countries to
take measures to prevent climate change. It is also
necessary to enhance co-operation aimed at controlling
population growth in these countries.
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In recognizing the neea to intensify researcfi on tfie socia[ ana
economic imp[ications of dimate cfiange, tfie Ministeria{
1Jedaration acf(tww[erfgea tfie neea for tfie fu[[ participation
of tfie aeve[oping countries in tfiese efforts. J!ow, in your
view, can tfie aevdoping nations ta/(g, part in sucfi activities?
These activities should now be conducted within the
framework of the negotiating process for an international
convention on climate change, as well as in the context of
the continuing work of the IPCC. Every effort, financial or
otherwise, will be made to promote the widest possible
participation by the developing countries in this process.

rifie Ministeria{ Session of tfie Conference notea tfie specific
aifficu[ties of some aevdoping countries wfiose economies are
fiigfi[y aepenaent on fossi[jue[ proauction ana ezyortation.
In oraer to meet tfie incrementa[ costs of taking tfie necessary
measures to aadress dimate-cfiange issues, tfiese countries
neea ef(terna[ assistance. In wfiat way ao you tfiinf(sucfi
assistance cou[rf Ge proviaea?
As has been pointed out in many conference statements
and declarations to date, the consequences of a global
warming will affect economies and every aspect of society.
It is clear, therefore, that all nations will need increasingly
to pursue their economic development on an ecologically sustainable basis. I am convinced that this can be
achieved, in the interest of all nations, through largescale international efforts and intensified international
co-operation and solidarity.

One of tfie most effective ways of fie[ping tfie aeve[oping
countries to participate in tfie staGifization ofgreenfiouse gas
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concentrations is teclino[ogy transfer. Couftf you p[ease
inaicate some of the steps takf,n 6y tfie Swiss (jovernment in
this airection?
At the request of Parliament and in order to mark the
700th Anniversary of the Swiss Confederation, the
Swiss Government has submitted to Parliament a credit
proposal to the amount of 700 million Swiss Francs to
assist developing countries in solving their external debt
problem and in taking measures to protect their
environment. This credit will also provide for technical
assistance projects.

%e Ministeria[ tJJedaration invites the 'Eleventh Congress of
the Worfa Meteoro[ogica[ Organization ((jeneva, 1991) to
formu[ate, in co[[a6oration with other V:A[ .!ll.gencies, p[ans
for the effective co-oraination of dimate-change, research ana
monitoring programme activities. tJJo you 6e£ieve tfiat the
nations of the wodc0 in particu[ar the more aevdopea
countries, are wi[fing to give their fu[[ support to the
internationa[ agencies ana proviae them with aaequate
funcfs to pursue these aims?
A special fund has been created by the "world
Meteorological Organization for this very purpose. The
United States and Canada have already pledged
important contributions to this fund (US $500 000 and
CAN $1 million respectively). Other countries, including
Switzerland, are in the process of assessing their
contributions to this fund.
r

Wou[c{ you care to aescri6e in a few worcfs the position of the
Swiss (jovernment regaraing the Vnitea 'J{s!tions Conference
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on 'Environment and 'lJeve[opment (CUiJ{CE'lJ) scliedu[ed to be
liefd in 1992 in '13razi[?
Like other governments, the Swiss Government is now in
the process of preparing its position in view of the 1992
Conference. What is already clear now is that one of its
objectives, i.e. linking the questions of environment and of
development, has already been achieved, as is illustrated
in the Ministerial Declaration of the Second World Climate
Conference. We expect the 1992 Conference, like its
forerunner in 1972 at Stockholm, to be a milestone in the
development of human societies, in their relationship both
with nature and between north and south, east and west.
To this end, we expect the Conference to provide a
major impulse for intensified co-operation and solidarity
among all nations, in particular between north and
south, and renewed solidarity between mankind and
his environment. We expect, in particular, that concrete
results will be achieved in 1992 in the areas of climate
change, biodiversity, and protection of coastal waters,
through the signing of legally binding instruments and
through clear commitments from all nations.
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His Excellency
Robert Gabriel Mugabe
President of the Republic of
Zimbabwe
In view of tfie current
environmenta{ prob{ems
facing deve{oping countries,
wfiose nationa[ product
depends upon agricu{ture,
forestry, mining and energy
production, we are warned
tfiat continued e;rp{oitation
of tfiese resources wi{{ resu{t
in furtfier degradation of tfie
environment un[ess a poficy
of sustainaMe deve[opment is
adopted. .f2ls :J{ead of State of
a deve{oping country, fiow do
you view tfiis issue?
Naturally it is an issue that I regard as being of
paramount importance. The problem is to achieve a
balance between the socio-economic development and
self-sufficiency that we in the developing world strive for
but which depends largely upon our natural resources,
and safeguarding these very resources from overexploitation and exhaustion. Agriculture is, of course,
the classic example. Unless precautions are taken, topsoil
is removed by the wind in dry weather and by runoff in
the rainy season and, in either case, finds its way into
rivers - thousands of tons each year, I believe, and this
does not augur well for the future. With the rivers
becoming heavily silted up, the flood danger is increased
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as well. Farmers must learn and put into practice
techniques that will protect the precious topsoil they
cultivate, and they must not indiscriminately cut down
forests in their quest for more arable land. In Zimbabwe
we are grappling with this problem, but there is still a
long way to go. We want to get across to the people the
need to avoid overgrazing, and this is particularly
difficult because a rural family's wealth and standing is
judged by the number of cattle and goats it possesses;
that has been their way of thinking from time immemorial. And if we want to stop people cutting down trees
for fuel or for building themselves a home, we must be
able to offer them some alternative.
Such environmental problems relate in the main
to the developing countries. But in recent years it has
been found that certain activities in the industrialized
countries provoke environmental degradation that is no
less dramatic and frightening; I refer in particular to the
release of chlorofluorocarbons that attack the strataspheric ozone, and to the overloading of the planet's
atmosphere with carbon dioxide and other so-called
greenhouse gases, which scientists tell us will change the
climate everywhere. There are other industrial effluents
that cause toxic smogs and acid rain, and destroy life in
lakes, rivers and even the sea.
The developed countries have now realized their
mistakes and urge us in the developing world not to
repeat them. Developing countries can be forgiven for
wanting to raise their often desperately low standard
of living by launching their own industrial revolution,
but nevertheless we do heed the warnings. We have
experienced for ourselves the terrible consequences of
drought and desertification and, as I have said, we are
doing what we can to teach farmers and planners to avoid
the many pitfalls. We know that our few industrial plants
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sometimes release harmful substances into the air or
water, and we are anxious to clean them up if we possibly
can. It is indeed a difficult balance to achieve- between
economic progress and protecting the environment.

Starting with tfie Vnited :11/Sltions Conference on the J!uman
'Environment, in 19 72, quite a num6er of internationa[
gatherings at governmenta[ [eve[ fiave reacfiec£ agreement on
certain action to [imit furtfier environmenta[ aeteriorationi I
am tfiink.ing for instance of the P[an of .9lction to Com6at
rJJesertification arawn up at 1{airo6i in 19 77, tfie o/ienna
Convention on tfie Protection of tfie Ozone .Layer in 198~
the Montrea[ Protoco[ in 198 7 ana tfie important meeting
at %e J!ague in March 1989 Whicfi you attenaed. :A(gw tfie
rug{ (jenera[ .9lssem6[y fias ca[[ec£ for a Conference on
'Environment and rJJevdopment to 6e heM in rJ3razi[ in 1992.
rJJo you 6e[ieve tfiis conference wi[[ 6e a6[e to [ay aown a
coherent action programme? Wfiicfi are tfie issues ofgreatest
concern?
I think it is a good idea to hold this conference in Brazil
and I hope that it will be really well attended. As I said,
we in the developing world are well aware of the danger
to our natural environment and of the need for concerted
action to limit further degradation. The programme of
action should, in my view, be more than a general
exhortation. It should commit countries to action in each
of the various specific problem areas. I imagine that
Brazil was chosen as the venue of the conference partly
to emphasize the deforestation issue, which I fully agree
is of the utmost importance. But clear directives will need
to be set down with regard to the ozone issue, greenhouse
gases, acid rain, marine pollution, agricultural mismanagement, the ecological balance and so on. We shall
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also have to focus on action in the different regions of the
world; obviously here in developing Africa we would need
a different programme from that in Europe, for example.
Here we must have a strategy for action that is realistic
and practicable, commensurate with the financial
resources and expertise available to us. Moreover, if we are
to keep it up, we shall have to have support from the
developed world; that is inescapable. I should like to
see some form of regional organization charged with
supervising the implementation of the action plan on
behalf of the United Nations. For us, the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) could do it. Summing up, therefore, I
should like the Brazil Conference to size up the problem of
the environment and then prescribe the necessary action
by continent, region and even by nation.

fJ'Iie cui)£ (jenera[ JlLssemG[y lias aedarea arouglit ana
aesertification to Ge of specia[ importance in tlie quest for
environmenta[[y souna ana sustainaG[e aevdopment.
Speaking on Gelialf of J2Lfrican countries tliat a[reaay suffer
from tlie scourge of aesertification, wliat approacli wou[a
you aavocate to tacf(Je tlie proMem at Gotli nationa[ ana
internationa[ [eve[s?
The problem is an immense one. I remember visiting
Somalia in 1978 and I could have wept to see beautiful
fertile fields being smothered by tons and tons of sand.
One feels so helpless witnessing trees being choked by the
advancing desert, rather like people being drowned in
a flood. But things can and must be done. Sand-dune
stabilization programmes are in progress in several arid
and semi-arid countries; suitable types of vegetation are
planted to prevent the the sand being carried by the
wind, and thereby arrest the advance of the dune. These
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programmes could be internationally co-ordinated and
extended so as to become regional in scope. Such an effort
would surely merit support from developed nations. But in
parallel with this action, we must put a stop to those
agricultural practices that favour desertification, such as
overgrazing, deforestation or ploughing up and down
rather than along the hillsides .

.9Ls I am sure you are aware, tfie 'EC!Zl Conference of%inisters
aeciaea in 198 7 to create an 5Ifrican Centre of %eteoro{ogica{

5lppfications for tJJeve{opment (5IC%5ltJJ) tfie principa{ o6ject
of wfiicfi wi{{ 6e to foster projects aimea at monitoring,
preaicting anagiving warning of impenaing arougfit or otfier
potentia{{y aisastrous weatfier-rdatea events. Once tfiis
centre is fu{{y operationa{ it wi{{ 6e an effective comp{ement
to ex:..isting tJJrougfit %onitoring Centres sucfi as, for ex:..amp[e,
tfie one in :J-{arare. Witfi tfiis in mine£ ao you agree tfiat
5Ifrican countries sfiou{a present tfieir pro6{ems co{{ective{y to
tfie Conference on 'Environment ana tJJeveCopment in the hope
of attracting more support for institutions such as these?
We are well placed to know the terrible ravages of drought.
It is a natural factor that, together with the man-induced
ones I already mentioned, is extremely propitious to
desertification. It seems to me that we are getting droughts
more and more frequently, and they affect huge areas, not
just one country or part of a country. Therefore anything we
can do to prepare for droughts or mitigate their effects needs
to be considered in a regional framework. So yes, while we
may talk about the consequences of droughts in our own
lands, our perception of the problem needs to be holistic.
Therefore, I agree that African countries should present their
case collectively to the Conference. Incidentally, drought
and desertification are not problems specific to Africa.
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Concerning the accumu[ation of ch[oroj[uorocarbons ana
other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, the 11:1\L (jenera[
Jll.ssemb[y has notea that these substances are emittea
mostly by the aeve[opea countries, which must bear the
main responsibifity in taking remeaia[ action. :J-[owever;
since the consequences wi[[ be worra-wiae, what ao you
thin!( the aevdoping countries can ana shouM ao?
I have to agree that responsibility for combating the
problem lies first and foremost with the developed
countries. I quite see the invidious position their
governments are in: many have balance-of-payment
deficits and want their industrial products to remain
competitive in the world market, and closing down
factories will create problems of unemployment. On the
other hand, I feel that their efforts up to now to find
cleaner substitutes and processes have been rather
half-hearted. That is where research should primarily
be directed. There is really little that the developing
countries can do in this respect other than keep up the
pressure on developed countries to behave responsibly.
We shall certainly do this at the meeting of Heads of
State of the Commonwealth countries next year.

Jll.t rr'he :J-[ague summit meeting [ast year you pointea out
that aeveCoping countries cou[a not affora to aivert
resources from their current aevdopment priorities, but you
aia p[ec{ge to tak? measures to combat aesertification. 'What
specifica[[y has been aone in Zimbabwe?
For one thing we are seeing to it that contour ridges are
made on cultivated hillsides to arrest erosion by water
runoff. Also we have launched a tree-planting campaign
which seems to be popular, and we make a point of
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planting indigenous trees which are deep-rooted and
can survive droughts and hold the soil in place. These
species have proved to be better adapted to our conditions than imported European trees or eucalyptus.
What we must still do is persuade farmers to reduce their
head of livestock to within the limits of sustainable
grazing, get them to cultivate grass and build dams for
irrigation. As for the implantation of new industries, we
shall be very careful to see that proper environmental
impact studies are carried out first, and only when we
have complete assurance that any effects would be
minimal will a permit be issued.

I thin/(you wou[d agree that environmenta[ preservation is

best achieved through educating the pubfic. Ylre you in
favour of the subject being induded in the curricu[a of
secondary and even primary schoo[s?
Most certainly. A lot is done in my country to ensure
that children are made aware from an early age of the
intrinsic value of an intact environment. For example,
the Forestry Commission has sponsored competitions
for essays or poems on the theme. Environmental
protection may not yet be formally included in school
curricula, but, once the syllabus has been properly
formulated with the help of experts, it will be, and the
sooner the better.

riJuring the summit meeting in rroronto in 1988, Chance[[or
J{e[muth J({Jh[ suggested a batlJain whereby the poorest of
tlie devdoping countries cou[d have some of their debts
cancd[ed in e?(f:hange for taking environmenta[ protection
measures. What is your reaction to this proposition?
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I should regret it very much if the alleviation of the developing countries' debts were made conditional on environmental protection. It is putting the cart before the horse. The
whole problem of Third World debts has to be looked at as
a separate issue. Certainly, if debts were to be written off or
the interest rates lowered, developing countries would be
better able to cater for environmental considerations in
development planning. And I am sure they would too,
because, as I said before, environmental deterioration is
very real to us in Africa, threatened as we are by advancing
deserts. So from our point of view, our creditors- the developed countries - should decide to write off the debts, saying
as they do so that they hope the developing countries will
give urgent attention to safeguarding the environment.

rflie tfieme of WorM 9vfeteoro[ogica[ tJJay (23 9v£arcli) in
1991 is rrflie atmosphere of tlie living planet ~artfi '. Is
tfiere any message you wou[cf [ikg_ to give to tfie nations of
tlie worM on that occasion?
My message would be a very simple one. The problem
of managing the environment, be it the atmosphere,
the sea or the land, must be taken seriously, and every
national budget must make provision for protecting the
environment in one way or another, depending upon
the particular circumstances. Planet Earth is mother to
all of us. If we upset the delicate balance of nature
in one place, the effect is likely to spread far and wide,
and may be irreversible. Mankind alone is responsible
for the health of the planet Earth, and we must leave it
as we would like to find it. That is the least we can do
for our future generations.
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